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In this document we describe how to use and maintain the ELLPACK Performance Eval-
uation System. This system consists of three main parts: 1) An ELLPACK PDE Population
of approximately 260 instances of 60 parameterized PDEs. 2) A FORTRAN program genpgm
which uses encoded descriptions of both PDE Population problems and ELLPACK problem solv~
ing techniques to generate complete ELLPACK programs designed to test a particular method
on a particular elliptic problem. 3) Two UNIX shell scripts, gendata and rg$p, which crea.te
input for genpgm, generate a directory of ELLPACK programs via genpgm , and then repeat-
edly invoke ELLPACK to solve each elliptic problem and generate performance data. Each part
of the system is discussed in detail. All associated data files, programs and shell scripts are
described. An account of what happens when data is generated is given.
1
1 INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
•
In this document we describe how to use and maintain the ELLPACK Performance Evaluation
System (PES), a system for generating performance data to evaluate the elliptic software contained
in ELLPACK [3]. This system consists of three main parts:
1. The ELLPACK PDE Population of [2\ contains approximately 260 instances of 60 parame-
terized PDEs. Each elliptic problem exists in machine readable form as equation and sub-
programs segments of an ELLPACK program.
2. A FORTRAN program genpgm uses encoded descriptions of both PDE Population prob-
lems and ELLPACK problem solving techniques to generate complete ELLPACK programs
designed to test a particular method on a particular elliptic problem.
3. Two UNIX shell scripts gendata and rgsp. Gendata creates input for genpgm and generates
a directory of ELLPACK programs via genpgm. Rgsp repeatedly invokes ELLPACK to solve
each elliptic problem and generate performance data.
For example, to solve the four parameterized PDEs
4un + U vv - au = f(x, y),
u=O.O,
with a = 0.0,5.0,8.0,10.0, using three grids of size
5x5, 9x9 and 17x17
and using the following two sets of modules
5 point star, as is, band ge
fft 9~point (a triple module)
(X,y) E R = [0,11 X [0,1]
(x,Y)EaR
a short file (about 15 lines) could be created and fed to gendata/rgsp which would generate and
run 24 (= 4 * 3 * 2) ELLPACK programs. The performance data generated by PES can either be
viewed separately or collated and viewed collectively in a database. In the following three sections
each part of the system is discussed in detail. .AJI associated data files, programs and shell scripts
are described. An account of what happens when data is generated is also given.
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NOTATION AND TERMS: The following terminology and notation will be used through this
document:
ELLPACK problem represents an ELLPACK equation and boundary segment which describes
some PDE, as well as any subprograms segments necessary to define functions used in the
other two segments.
method represents either an ELLPACK discretization, indexing and solution module collection,
or an ELLPACK triple module.
•"n" is used to indicate numerical suffixes in file names which use exactly 3 digits. For example,
if n = 5, then prob. "n" refers to file prob.005 while n = 112 would give prob.112.
2 THE PDE POPULATION
The PDE Population of !2] consists of approximately 260 instances of 60 parameterized PDEs [3,
Appendix AI. This section describes the structure and relationships between the various files in
the PDE population. The purpose is twofold: 1) it allows the user to better understand how both
genpgm, gendata and rgsp generate ELLPACK Prograrnsi 2) the descriptions of the files allow the
user to modify existing files and serve as a blueprint for adding new files to the system. All files
reside in jusrjellpackjpesjpdepop. Some files may be broken up into records, in which case a dash
("~") in column 1 of any line serves as an end-of-record marker.
2.1 Modata
The file modata contains three types of information:
1. A listing of all active discretization, indexing, solution and triple modules available and the
encoded numbers that correspond to each (these are the specifications nS, n6 and n7 used by
genpgm as described in Section 3).
2. Compatibility information between the ELLPACK problem and the discretization and triple
modules.
3. Compatibility information between the discretization, indexing and solution modules.
The layout of file modata is as follows: record a contains general information on the layout and use
of the file. The next (and final) record contains all the actual 'encoded data. Line 1 has the number
of modules (nrmods) in i3 format. Next follows nrmods pairs of lines. The first of each contains a
unique integer in the range l, ... ,nrmods in i3 format and an ELLPACK module name starting in
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column 6. These give the correspondences between module numbers used in encoded programs and
the names of modules to be used in the generated ELLPACK program. The second line of the pair
contains a list of integers in 4x,30i3 format. These are the module numbers that may immediately
follow this module in ELLPACK programs. After this set of lines there is one line containing a
single integer in j3 format giving the number of discretization modules (nrdis). This is followed
by nrdis lines each containing a module number in j3 format and 16 digits (dmtype) starting in
column 5 giving module compatibility information. The various digits in dmtype correspond to the
following PDE characteristics:
15 uniform grid
12 some mixed conditions
13 homogeneous
two dimensional 6 constant coefficients
three dimensional 7 self-adjoint form
poisson equation 8 homogeneous
laplace equation 9 uxy term
3
4
5 ux or uy terms
concerning the boundary conditions
10 dirichlet problem









Each digit can have one of three values:
value dmtype meaning
o item must not be present
1 item mayor may not be present
2 item must be present
For example the discretization module 5-point star has dmtype = 2011111101111120 which indicates
that any PDE it is used to solve must be two dimensional, cannot be three dimensional, mayor
may not be a Poisson equation, etc. As one might expect, each ELLPACK problem in the PDE
population must have a similar 16 digit number that is used to check for compatibility. Genpgm
calls procedure compac to perform this check.
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2.2 Prob files
The prob. Un" files contain information needed to generate the equation, boundary and subprograms
segments of the ELLPACK programs. The files are numbered 0,1, Z•...etc. and the records within
each file are numbered 1, 2, ...etc. Genpgm uses the first two specifications 01-02 on each of its
input lines to access record 02 in file prob."'nl".
EXAl\.fPLE: Problem 60 of the PDE population is





(1 +:z:)u+ (1+ x)uv = 2e=,
_ e"'+'
U v - 1+%'
This corresponds to prob.060 which is shown in Fig. 1.





File a (i.e. prob.OOO) contains a description of the purpose and organization of the prob files.
Files I, 2,,3•... contain the information needed to generate the ELLPACK program corresponding
to problems I, 2, 3,... respectively of the ELLPACK PDE population. In addition, the first three
lines of each file contain the following banner:
*****"'*********
* problem xxx *
***************
where xxx is the ELLPACK PDE population problem number. This number resides on line 2 in
i3 format starting in column 11. The problem number MUST be equal to the file number (Note
that these three lines in essence constitute a "record 0", though physically they actually belong to
record 1).
Records 1, 2,... may take one of two formats:
alternative 1:
Line 1 is either blank or contains descriptive information some of which becomes a comment in
the generated ELLPACK program. If non-blank, line 1100ks like the following
"'parameter set xxx«parameter list»
where:
xxx is the parameter set number in i3 format starting in column 16. The parameter set number




* problem 60 *
***************
*
* 000.00 000.00 000.00 000.00
on x=O.
on x=exp(1.0)
• 2.0*exp(x) on y=O.
on y=1.
* 2000200000220
1 uxx + 6.Ouyy - 4.0uy + (cu(x) - 3.0)u : f(x,y)
2 u : true(x,y)
2 u : true(x,y)
2 (l.0+x)u + ( 1.0+x)uy














<param.eter list> is a list of parameter initializations (separated by commas) of the form:
<parameter> : <init value>
The <parameter list> is in free format and starts in column 19. The first 50 characters
(including the parentheses) are copied verbatim into the generated ELLPACK program as a
comment (parameters will be discussed more fully in Section 2.3).
Line 2 contains the complexity measures of various problem features in free format starting in
column 11. This information becomes a comment in the generated ELLPACK program. Currently
these values are not used in PES, but their intended use in the future will be to allow correlation
studies to be performed between various problem features and ELLPACK results.
Line 3 contains the problem type information (ptype) in i16 format starting In column II.
Ptype along with dmtype is used to test the compatibility of the problem with the ELLPACK
discretization routine selected in the encoded program. Each digit corresponds to a specific PDE
characteristic (see Section 2.1) and can have one ~f three values:
value ptype meaning
o item not present
1 item mayor may not be present
2 item present
For example, if ptype = 2000002002002000 that indicates that the problem described in the file is
two dimensional, is in self-adjoint form, has Dirichlet boundary conditions, etc. Ptype becomes a
comment in the generated ELLPACK program.
The remaining lines of the record contain information copied into the equation, boundary and
subprograms segments of the generated ELLPACK program in the above order. The equation,
boundary and subprogram lines are marked by a 1, 2, or 3 in colunm 1 respectively. Note that
FORTRAN code should begin in column 7 as usual and that a FORTRAN comment can be written
by using a rIc" in column 2.
alternative 2:
Line 1 contains the parameter set number and <parameter list> as described above in alterna-
tive 1.
Line 2 is the same as in line 2 alternative 1.
Line 3 is of the form
expand n/n1,n2, ... ,nk/
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starting in column L This specifies that macro n (located in file mac. "n") should be expanded
with actual parameter values nI,n2,... ,nk replacing the formal parameters &a, &b, &c, ... etc. The
parameters may contain any characters except a blank, comma or slash and may be no longer than
30 characters (more on parameters in Sedion 2.3). The values nI, n2, .'., nk should be identical to
the values in the <parameter list> in line 1. Note that the parameter values' in line 1 only serve
as a comment. The adual parameter values that are used are those in line 3.
2.3 Mac Files
The mac. "n" files allow the user to specify a class of parameterized equation, boundary and sub·
programs segments. The files are numbered 0, I, 2•... and each consist of one record. Parameters
are identified with the prefix "&" and are substituted with actual parameter values suplied from a
prob file.
EX.A1vIPLE: Problem 9 of the PDE population is
U:l::l: + ul/l/ -iOOu = .S(a:! - 100) cosh(ay)j cosh(a),
u = .5 co,h(lOx)f co,h(lO) + co,h(ay)f co,h(a),
(x, y) E R = [0,11 x [0,11
(x,y) E 8R
This corresponds to mac.009 and prob.009 which are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 respectively.
File a (i.e. mac.OOO) contains a description of the purpose and organization of the mac files.
Files I, 2, 3, ... contain the information needed to generate the ELLPACK program corresponding
to (parameterized) problems I, 2, 3,... respedively of the ELLPACK PDE population. In addition,
the first three lines of each file contain the following banner:
*************
* macro ::cae *
*************
where xxx is the ELLPACK PDE population problem number. This number resides on line 2 in i3
format starting in column 9. The problem number MUST be equal to the file number.
Line 4 contains the problem type information (ptype) in 116 format starting in column 11. See
the discussion in Section 2.2 for information about ptype.
The remaining lines of the record contain information copied into the equation, boundary and
subprograms segments of the generated ELLPACK program in the above order. The equation,
boundary and subprogram lines are marked by a I, 2, or 3 in column 1 respectively. Note that
FORTRAN code should begin in column 7 as usual and that a FORTRAN comment can be written




* macro 9 *
***"'*********
* 2000020002000
1 uxx + uyy - 100.u = .5*(&a**2-100.)*cosh(ka*y)/cosh(ka)
2 u=true(x,y) on x=O.
2 u=true(x,y) on x=l.
2 u=true(x,y) on y=O.
2 u=true(x,y) on y=l.
3 function true(x,y)




3 expz = exp(z)






* problem 9 *
***************
"'parameter set 1(a=10.0)
* 002.18 040.00 000.00 006.60
expand 9/10./
*parameter set 2(a=20.0)
* 002.26 040.45 000.00 006.65
expand 9/20./
*parameter set 3(a=50.0)
* 002.27 040.45 000.00 006.70
expand 9/50./
*parameter set 4(a=100.0)
* 002.29 040.45 000.00 006.80
expand 9/100./
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EXAlvIPLE: Consider the equation and subprograms segments of the file mac.OI2 shown in Fig.
4. If the following record from a prob file is selected by genpgm (from the input line specification
12-3)
*parameter set 3(a=10.0. b=pi)
* 000.12 006.30 000.00
expand 12/10.,3.1416/
006.30
then the segments shown in Fig. 5 will be copied into the generated ELLPACK program. Note
that the parameter values from line 3 of the prob file record are used to substitute for &a and &b,
not those from line 1 (which would appear in a comment line in the program).
Figure 4: mac.OI2
1 uxx + uyy + (l.+sin(ka*x»ux - cos(&a*y)u = t(x,y)
3 function true(x,y)
3 true = cos(kb*y)+sin(kb*(x-y»
3 return
3 end
Figure 5: ELLPACK program segment generated by mac.OI2
equation.







The grd. "n" files contain information which may be used to generate the grid segment of an ELL-
PACK program. Grd files are required in order to generate an ELLPACK program with non
uniiorm grid. The files are numbered 0, 1, ~, ... and each contain only one record.
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File 0 (i.e. grd.OOO) contains a description of the purpose and organization of the grd files. Files
1, 2, 3, ... have the following format: Line 1 is of the form
record xxx
where xxx is the file number in i3 format starting in column 8. The remaining lines of the record (ex-
cept for the last line) contain the grid segment exactly as it will appear in the generated ELLPACK
program. The last line of the file 1dUST contain a a_" ;':u. column 1 (to signal end-of-file). The
information from this record is copied directly into the grid segment of the generated ELLPACK
program.
EX.A:MPLE: File grd.003 contains
record 3
5 x points $ 12 Y points, 0.0, 0.123, 0.24689, 0.479532, &




The opt. "n" files contain information which may be used to generate the options segment of an
ELLPACK program. The files are numbered 0, 1,2,... and each contain only one record.
File 0 (i.e. opt.OOO) contain a description of the purpose and organization of the opt files. Files
1,2, 3,... have the following format: Line 1 is of the form
record xxx
where xxx is the file number in i3 format starting in column 8. The remaining lines of the record
(except for the last line) contain the output segment exactly as it will appear in the generated
ELLPACK program. The last line of the file MUST contain a "-" in column 1 (to signal end-of-
file). The information from this record is copied directly into the output segment of the generated
ELLPACK program.
EX.A.l\.1PLE: File opt.007 contains
record 7




The out. "n" files contain information which may be used to generate the output segment of an
ELLPACK program. The files are numbered 0, 1, 2, ... and each contain only one record.
File a (i.e. out.OOO) contains a description of the purpose and organization of the opt files. Files
1, 2, 3,... have the following format: Line 1 is of the form
record xxx
where xxx is the file number in i3 format starting in coluIIUl 8. The remaining lines of the record
(except for the last line) contain the output segment exactly as it will appear in the generated
ELLPACK program. The last line of the file l\1UST contain a "_" in column 1 (to signal end-of-
file). The information from this record is copied directly into the output segment of the generated
ELLPACK program.
EXAMPLE: File out.OOI contains
record 1
table(u) $ max(u) $ max(error)
------------------------------------------------------------------------
3 GENPGM
Genpgm takes as input descriptions of PDE population problems in encoded form and outputs an
ELLPACK program for each one. The names of the generated programs are prog.OOl, prog.002, ...
etc., where prog. "n" corresponds to the nth encoded problem. The input file contains one encoded
problem per line except for the last line which MUST have a "S" in column I (to signal end-of-file).
Each encoded line is of the form:
nl-n2/n3/n4/n5/n6/n7/n8/comment/
where the specifications nl through nS indicate the following:
nl: (required) an index of the ELLPACK problem to be solved. Specifically genpgm uses the
value to access file prob. "nl" which contains information to generate equation, boundary and
subprograms segments in the ELLPACK program.
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n2: (optional) a parameter set number. If present, genpgm will use the n2-th record In file
prob. "nl". These records can take on two distinct forms:
1. Descriptions of equation, boundary and subprograms segments to be included as is into
the ELLPACK program, or
2. Parameter values which are used to create a specific version of a parameterized ELL-
PACK problem. The parameterized problem is stored in fiie mac."nI".
For example, if 01-n2 had the values 4-3, genpgm would access the 3rd record of prog.004.
This would either be a description of a specific ELLPACK problem or information to access
a mac file (most probably mac.004) and a set of parameters (the method used to generate an
ELLPACK problem from a mac file and a set of parameters is described in Section 2.3). If
n2 is not present, the default value of 1 is used. A comma or dot may be used in place of a
dash to separate ni and n2.
n3: (optional) an options segment number. If present, genpgm accesses file opt. "n3" to obtain the
options segment to be included in the ELLPACK program. If not present, genpgm uses the
default
options. time $ memory $ level = 1
n4: (required) a grid segment number. n4 has one of three forms:
1. m - genpgm accesses file grid. llm" to obtain the grid segment to be included m the
ELLPACK program.
2. mI,m2 - genpgm generates the grid segment
grid. ml x points $ m2 y points
3. mI,m2,m3 ~ genpgm generates the grid segment
grid. ml x points $ m2 y points $ m3 z points
n5, n6, n7: (required) discretization, indexing and solution module numbers respectively. Genpgm
accesses file modata which contains a numbered listing of all active discretization, indexing
and solution modules as well as compatibility information. n5, n6 and n7 have one of two
forms:
1. m - use the mth module listed in modata.
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2. m,parameter list - use the mth module in modata, and pass as arguments the gIven
parameter list. The parameter list consists of parameter assignment statements sepa-
rated by commas to be copied as is into the ELLPACK program. For example if m=25
corresponds to the solution module jacobi cg, then n7 = "25,itmax=200, zeta=1.e-4"
would generate the ELLPACK solution segment
solution. jacobi cg(itmax:200, zeta71.e-4)
Note that the parameter list does NOT contain a left and right parentheses.
If n5 corresponds to a triple segment, then n6 and n7 must be null (i.e. n5// / would be used
instead of n5/n6/n7/).
nS: (optional) an output segment number. If present, genpgm accesses file out. "nB" to obtain the
output segment to be included in the ELLPACK program. IT not present, genpgm uses the
deflJ.ult
output. data
if the output is to be included into the performance data file, or
output. max(u)
otherwise (See Section 4. for more details concerning the performace data file).
conunent: (optional) a comment to be incluJt:d in ~hc output. If the comment begins with
"S" then the comment and a summary of the genpgm run is placed in a file called header.
Otherwise the comment is ignored. The max length of the comment is 100 characters.
Each line in the input file to genpgm MUST contain aUB "I"s. For example, if no parameter,
options, output or comment specification are used and a triple module is selected, the encoded
program would have the form
nllln4/n511111
All files accessed by genpgm (modata, prob. "nl", grid. "n·i", etc.)




An important feature of the PES is the ability to select a set of PDEs ( ::; equation and boundary
segments), a set of grids and a set of methods (= discretization, indexing and solution modules
or one triple module) and generate and solve all combinations of the three. The PES has two
shellscripts which perform this task: gendata. and rgsp. Gendata generates the input to genpgm;
i.e. the set of encoded problems. Rgsp repeatedly calls genpgm and ELLPACK ~':l solve each
encoded problem. There also exists a. locking mechanism which ensures that only one instance of
rgsp is running at anyone time.
4.1 Gendata
Gendata reads from an input file with the following format:
<ELLPACK problem information>
<blank line>
<method and grid information>
<blank line>·
<method and grid information>
<blank line>
<method and grid information>
where:
<ELLPACK problem information> is a sequence o( lines where each line contains the encod-
ing of one problem. The specification used is n1-n2, where n1 and n2 are as described in
Section 3. The maximum number of problem lines is lOa.
<method and grid information> is a sequence of lines with the following pattern:
1. The first line contains an encoding of the solution method in the form n5/n6/n7/ as in
genpgm
~. The remaining lines contain encoded grid information in the form n4 as in genpgm.
The maximum length of a method specification line is 200 characters, and the maximum
length for each grid specification line is 100 characters.
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Gendata sets n3 and nB to null (resulting in the default selections for the output and opl;ions
segments) and sets the comment to as" (which ensures that header files will be created for each
generated genpgm file, which in turn are incorporated into the performance data file during rgsp
execution). Note that a slash ("r) must follow n7, but is not needed after n4. Note also the
placement of blank lines in the input file.
Gendata generates one file suitable for input to genpgm for each combination of ELLPACK
problem, grid and method. These files have unique names of the form <pid>xxx.ep, where <pid-:>
is the current process id number and xxx starts at 001 and increments by one for each combination
generated. _>\.II of the ".ep" files are created in the directory jusrjellpackjpesjspool. Gendata then
calls the shellscript rgsp but only if no other instance of rgsp is running. Gendata can determine
this by checking for the existence of the directory jtmpjgenspd: if it exists, then a previously
invoked instance of rgsp is running and gendata exits; otherwise, it is safe to proceed. Note that
if at some future point rgsp is aborted prematurely (e.g. due to a system crash), then all the user
need do is run rgsp again, not gendata since the" .ep" files already exist.
4.2 RGSP
Rgsp ("run gendata spooler") uses genpgm to generate ELLPACK programs for each encoded
program generated by gendata and invokes ELLPACK to solve them. The output of each l< .ep" file
is found in one of two places depending on the success of both genpgm and ELLPACK:
1. if both genpgm and ELLPACK execute successfully then output of the ellpack run can be
found in fusrjellpackjpesjspool under the name <pid>xxx.out. In addition, run time infor-
mation generated by both genpgm and ELLPACK are concatenated to the file "data" located
in the same directory.
2. if genpgm executes successfully but ELLPACK fails then output of the run can be found in
jusr/ellpackjpesfspoolfFAILED under the name <pid>xxx.out. In addition, the original
genpgm input file <pid>xxx.ep will also be moved to this directory.
3. if genpgm fails, then the same actions as in 2) occur and in addition the file genpgm.error can
be found in jtmp/genspd. ELLPACK is not invoked in this case.
EXAMPLE: The solutions of the problems posed in the Section 1 are generated by the gendato.
input file shown in Fig. 6 (with blank lines shown explicitly). Note the following:
1. 5-1, ... , 5-4 refer to files prob.005 and mac.005 which contain information about the specified
problem. The parameter set numbers 1 to 4 results in the problem being solved for 4 values
of a = 0.0, 5.0, 8.0 and 10.0.
17















2. the method numbers I, 14, 46 and 9 refer to the 5-point star discretization module, the as-is
indexing module, the band-ge solution module and the fft 9-point triple module respectively.
3. the grid information must be repeated after each method selection.
From this input, gendata would generate 24 ".ep" files each containing one line for input to
genpgm. These lines are shown in Fig. 7. It would then invoke rgsp (assuming it is not already



























A PES Directories and Files
All o[ the program and data files [or the PES are found in the directory /usr/ellpack/pes. The
following is a quick sununary of each of the subdirectories and the files they contain:
jusrjellpack/pes/bin contains shellscripts and executable files necessary to run gendata and
rgsp.
firstf* See entry under /usr/ellpack/pes/src.
gendata* (shellscript) Creates input [or genpgm and generates a directory of ELLPACK
programs via genpgm. See Section 4.1 for more details.
gendata.input.eg example gendata input file.
geninput* See entry under /usr/ellpack/pes/src.
genpgm* symbolic link to /usr/ellpackjpesjgenpgm entry. See Section 3 for more details.
pesq* (shellscript) returns number o[ ".ep" files left for rgsp to process.
rgsp* (shellscrjpt) repeatedly invokes ELLPACK to solve elliptic problems generated by
gendata. See Section 4.2 [or more details.
strip* See entry uncler /usr/ellpackjpes/src.
uncat* See entry under jusrjellpackjpes/src.
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/usr/ellpack/pes/genpgm contains the necessary Fortran, C and template files to construct
genpgm.
blockdata.t performs table initializations for variable in the header file gpcomn.h.
clock.c returns the time in a1D format.
compat.f checks for compatibility between a given problem and a given discretization mod-
ule. Certain special checks for particular modules are also done.
copyrc.f copies lines from one file to another until a specified delimiting character is reached.
date.c returns the date in a1D format.
errend.t prints a specified error message and immediately terminates the execution of the
program.
expand. t performs the initializations required for the processing of a macro.
genpgm* generates ELLPACK programs Crom encoded descriptions. See Section 3 for more
details.
getln.f returns the next line (8Da1) from a specified file.
gpcomn.h global variable common block.
incode.f reads the encoded ELLPACK program "n1-n2/n3/n4/n5/n6/n1/nB/comment/"
from standard input.
input.eg example genpgm input file.
legal.f determines whether the discretization, indexing and solution modules specified are
compatible.
main. t driver program for genpgm.
makefile genpgm makefile.
number.f converts digit characters to decimal integers.
skipf.f opens specified prob file.
skipr.f skips to specified record in a given file.
wrtmod.f outputs a specified discretization, indexing or solution module to the program
file.
/usr/ellpack/pes/misc contains various sample gendata input files.
/usr/ellpack/pes/pdepop contains all the PDE population files. See Section 2 Cor more details.
/usr/ellpack/pes/seedata contains files necessary to run seedata.
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presort.out* reads data from input file and arranges it in proper order for sorting. Used
by seedata.
postsort.out* reads sorted data and outputs it in tabular form. Used by seedata.
seedata* (shellscript) reads performance data file /usr/ellpack/pes/spool/data and outputs
results in tabular form.
/usr/ellpack/pes/spool location of output from gendata and rgsp. See Appendix B for more
details.
/usr/ellpack/pes/src contains source files used. to generate gendata and rgsp.
firstf.c returns the first file ending in u.ep" from a specified directory.
geninput.c converts encoded gendata input file to encoded genpgm input file.
strip.c strips trailing blanks from input lines
uncat.c breaks up encoded ELLPACK programs from geninput into separate files.
B Output Files
This appendix summarizes the output files generated by genpgm, gendata and rgsp. If no directory
is specified for a file then it is located in the users current working directory. In what follows <pid>
represents the current process id number, xxx represents a file name suffix which starts at 001 and
increments by one for each new file, and SSPOOL represents the directory /usr/ellpack/pes/spool.
B.1 Genpgm
genpgm.error contains information concerning errors that occurred during genpgm execution.
Genpgm stops execution immediately after any fatal error that prevents ELLPACK program
generation, e.g. invalid problem number or unexpected end-of-file. See errend.t file for list
of fatal errors. Genpgm continues processing the input file after non-fatal errors, e.g. prob·
lem/discretization module incompatibility.
header a summary file of the gcnpgm execution. Each genpgm input line which has a comment
starting with a "S" has the following information appended to the header file:
1. problem number and parameter set number (n1-n2 from input line).
2. date and time.
3. comment (from input line).
4. problem parameter values (line one of prob file).
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;:1_ problem type information (line three of prob file).
6_ problem characteristic vector (line two of prob file).
7. discretization I indexing and solution or triple module numbers (ln5/n6/n7/ from input
line).
See Sections 2.2 and 3 for more details on prob files and genpgm input files, respectively.
prog. "n:"l generated ELLPACK program. Genpgm generates one prog file for each line of input,
starting with prog.ODI, prog.DDZ ,... etc.
standard output echoes input lines processed and error messages.
B.2 Gendata
<pid>::ca::.ep generated genpgm input files. Each .ep file contains one genpgm input line. The .ep
files are located in SSPOOL. After execution of rgsp these files are either removed or moved
'0 SSPOOL/FAILED.
B.3 Rgsp
data contains performance data for each successful genpgm-ELLPACK execution. Created by
concatenation of header files generated by genpgm and save files generated by ELLPACK for
each .ep file. Located in SSPOOL.
errors concatenation of all output files generated by genpgm. Located in $SPOOL.
input copy of .ep file which rgsp uses as input to genpgm. Located in /tmp/genspd.
output standard output from each genpgm execution. Located in /tmp/genspd.
<pid>xxx.ep Gendata generated file moved to SSPOOL/FAILED after genpgm or ELLPACK
execution error.
<pid>xxx.out ELLPACK output file corresponding to each <pid>xxx.ep file generated by gen-
data. If no errors occurred during genpgm or ELLPACK execution then this file is located in
SSPOOLj otherwise it is located in SSPOOL/FAILED.
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